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We construct a classical action for a system of N point-like sources which carry
SU(2) non-Abelian charges coupled to non-Abelian Chern-Simons gauge fields, and
develop a quantum mechanics for them. Adopting the coherent state quantization
and solving the Gauss’ constraint in an appropriately chosen gauge, we obtain a
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian given in terms of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
connection. Then we study the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect, employing the
obtained Hamiltonian for two-particle sector. An explicit evaluation of the differential
cross section for the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm scattering is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since Aharonov and Bohm discussed in their celebrated paper [1] the significance of the
phase that arises from the charge-flux interaction, now known as the Aharonov-Bohm effect,
it has been one of the most important subjects in both experimental and theoretical physics
[2]. The subject spreaded diverse branches and recently has developed into the anyon physics
[3] which has wide range of applications, including the fractional quantum Hall effect [4] and
the high-Tc super-conductivity [5].
In this paper, we discuss in some detail the latest development in this direction, that
is, the non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics [6,7] and the non-Abelian Aharonov-
Bohm effect [8,9]. Recently we proposed a classical action for a system of the non-Abelian
Chern-Simons (NACS) particles and developed a quantum mechanical description for them.
The NACS particles are point-like sources which carry non-Abelian charges and interact
with each other through the non-Abelian Chern-Simons term [10]. Their interaction is
essentially the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect, just as the interaction between anyons
is the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
The non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect, however, is not a newly raised issue: It was
considered long ago by Wu and Yang [11] and its details were studied in a test-particle
framework by Horva´thy [12]. Wu and Yang proposed a gedanken experiment to test the
existence of the SU(2) isotopic spin gauge field: They consider a scattering of the beam
of protons, neutrons or their mixture around a cylinder where an isotopic magnetic flux is
confined. A rotating cylinder made of heavy elements with a neutron excess was suggested
as a source of the non-Abelian magnetic flux. The existence of the isotopic SU(2) gauge
field would be manifested through the non-integrable phase factor, upon which the outcome
of experiment depends.
Recently it has been in the limelight again as it becomes clear that the NACS particle
and the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect might be realized in various physical phenom-
ena such as the fractional quantum Hall effect, cosmic strings [13], and the gravitational
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scattering in (2+1) dimensions [14].
The NACS particles are in a sense non-Abelian generalization of anyons. Their physical
properties are similar to those of anyons, but can be certainly distinguished from. While
anyons acquire fractional spins and satisfy exotic statistics, the NACS particles acquire frac-
tional but rational spins and exhibit yet more generalized braid (or non-Abelian) statistics
[15]. In this respect, it is quite interesting to apply the NACS particles to those physical
phenomena, in some generalized context, where anyons play important roles, and to scruti-
nize the outcome. Such attempts have been made in refs. [16–18] where the possibility for
the NACS particles to be realized in the fractional quantum Hall effect, the paradigm of
anyons, is discussed.
The NACS particles may manifest their existence also in somewhat different circum-
stances. Such examples include the vortices in (2+1) dimensions and the cosmic strings in
(3+1) dimensions which are formed when some gauge group G is broken down via Higgs
mechanism to some discrete non-Abelian subgroup H [19]. Since interactions between these
objects are characterized by the holonomies, equivalents of Wu and Yang’s non-integrable
phase factors, associated with the windings around themselves, their interactions are ef-
fectively non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect. The point-like sources which gravitationally
interact with each other in (2+1) dimensions also belong to the examples. Since the (2+1) di-
mensional gravity is equivalent to the non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory of group ISO(2, 1)
[20], they are NACS particles with the internal symmetry group of ISO(2, 1). Accordingly
the (2+1) dimensional gravity can be also discribed in the framework of the non-Abelian
Aharonov-Bohm effect [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss how to construct
a classical action describing non-Abelian Chern-Simons particles and analyze its constraint
algebra. In Sec. III we apply the coherent state quantization to the Chern-Simons gauge
fields and introduce a gauge fixing condition, called holomorphic gauge, where the Gauss’
constraints are explicitly solved. Then in Sec. IV we obtain a quantum mechanical descrip-
tion of the NACS particles and show that they obey braid statistics. Sec. V is devoted to
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the two body problem in non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics. In Sec. VI we
evaluate the differential cross section of the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm scattering. In Sec
VII we conclude the paper with a brief summary and a discussion on applications of the
non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics.
II. NON-ABELIAN CHERN-SIMONS PARTICLES
A classical description of point-like sources with non-Abelian (isospin) charges can be
given in terms of their spatial coordinates and the isospin vectors which transform under the
adjoint representation of the internal symmetry group. Endowing them with the correspond-
ing non-Abelian magnetic fluxes to make them the NACS particles is done by introducing
the non-Abelian Chern-Simons term and minimally coupling their isospin charges with the
Chern-Simons gauge fields. To be specific and to avoid unnecessary burden, we take the
internal symmetry group to be SU(2) throughout the paper. (For discussions on the NACS
particles with SU(N), N ≥ 2 isospin charges, consult ref. [7].)
Although there are several equivalent ways [21–23] to define the isospin degrees of free-
dom, we find it convenient to define the isospin vectors directly on the reduced phase space
S2 for the SU(2) internal symmetry group as follows [24]
Q1α = Jα sin θα cosφα, Q
2
α = Jα sin θα sinφα, Q
3
α = Jα cos θα (1)
where θα, φα are the coordinates of the internal S
2 and Jα is a constant. Denoting the
spatial coordinates of the particles by qα, α = 1, 2, · · · , N , we can construct the classical
Lagrangean as
L =
∑
α
(
−1
2
mαq˙
2
α + Jα cos θαφ˙α
)
− κ
∫
d2x ǫµνλtr
(
Aµ∂νAλ +
2
3
AµAνAλ
)
+
∫
d2x
∑
α
(
Aai (t,x)q˙
i
α + A
a
0(t,x)
)
Qaαδ(x− qα) (2)
Here 4πκ = integer, Aµ = A
a
µT
a, [T a, T b] = ǫabcT c, tr(T aT b) = −1/2δab, and the space-time
signature is (+,−,−).
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With the defining equations for the isovectors Eq.(1), we obtain the following Euler-
Lagrangean equations
mαq¨αi = −(F aij(qα)q˙jα + F ai0(qα))Qaα, (3)
Q˙aα = −ǫabc(Abi(qα)q˙iα + Ab0(qα))Qcα, (4)
κ
2
ǫijF aij(x) = −
∑
α
Qaαδ(x− qα), (5)
κǫijF aj0(x) = −
∑
α
Qaαq˙
i
αδ(x− qα) (6)
where F aij = ∂iA
a
j − ∂jAai + ǫabcAbiAcj . The first two equations are Wong’s equations [25] and
the third one corresponds to the Gauss’ law constraint which tells us that the NACS particle
of isospin charge Qaα carries the magnetic flux −Qaα/κ;
Φm =
1
2
∫
Bα
ǫijF aij(x)d
2x = −1
κ
Qaα (7)
where Bα denotes a small patch covering the position of the α-th NACS particle.
Since the part of Lagrangean for the isospin degrees of freedom is usually of first order,
second class constraints arise in the procedure of canonical quantization. These second class
constraints are entangled with the first class constraints which generate gauge symmetries
and it makes the constraint analysis difficult [21,22]. One of the advantages we have, to
define the isovectors as in Eq.(1) is that it is easy to avoid the second class constraints from
the outset by judiciously defining the Poisson bracket [26,27]. Introducing the canonical
momenta piα,
piα =
∂L
∂q˙iα
= mαq˙
i
α + A
ai(qα)Q
a
α (8)
we can convert the given Lagrangean Eq.(2) to a first order Lagrangean
L =
∑
α
(
piαq˙iα + Jα cos θαφ˙α
)
+
∫
d2x
(
κ
2
ǫijA˙aiA
a
j
)
−H,
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H = H0 −
∫
d2x
[
Aa0
(
κ
2
ǫijF aij +
∑
α
Qaαδ(x− qα)
)]
H0 =
∑
α
1
2mα
(
piα − Aai(qα)Qaα
)2
. (9)
This first order Lagrangean can be rewritten as [27]
L = aI(ξ)ξ˙
I −H(ξ) (10)
and the Euler-Lagrangean equations from Eq.(10) as
fIJ(ξ)ξ˙
J =
∂
∂ξI
H(ξ),
fIJ(ξ) =
∂
∂ξI
aJ(ξ)− ∂
∂ξJ
aI(ξ)
where ξI denote collectively the canonical variables, piα, q
i
α, θα, φα, A
a
i (x). fIJ(ξ) defines the
pre-symplectic two form f by
f =
1
2
fIJ(ξ)dξ
IdξJ = da(ξ) (11)
where a(ξ) is the canonical one form, a(ξ) = aI(ξ)dξ
I . For the given first order Lagrangean
Eq.(9), we find
f = dpidqi − J sin θdθdφ−
∫
d2x
κ
2
ǫijδAai (x)δA
a
j (x) (12)
where we suppress the indices labeling the particles. When the matrix (fIJ) is non-singular,
i.e., has its inverse (f IJ) as in Eq.(12), the Poisson bracket is taken as
{F (ξ), G(ξ)} = f IJ(ξ)∂F (ξ)
∂ξI
∂G(ξ)
∂ξJ
(13)
and the Euler-Lagrangean equations can be expressed as
ξ˙I = {ξI , H} = f IJ ∂
∂ξJ
H. (14)
From Eqs.(12) and (13), we can define the Poisson bracket as
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{F,G} = ∑
α
[(
∂F
∂qiα
∂G
∂pαi
− ∂F
∂pαi
∂G
∂qiα
)
− 1
Jα sin θα
(
∂F
∂φα
∂G
∂θα
− ∂F
∂θα
∂G
∂φα
)]
+
∫
d2x
(
1
κ
ǫij
δF
δAai (x)
δG
δAaj (x)
)
(15)
and the fundamental commutators as
{qiα, pβj} = δijδαβ , {Qaα, Qbβ} = ǫabcQcαδαβ
{Aai (x), Abj(y)} =
1
κ
ǫijδ(x− y)δab. (16)
As expected, the Gauss’ law constraints
Φa =
κ
2
ǫijF aij(x) +
∑
α
Qaαδ(x− qα) = 0 (17)
form SU(2) algebra and no further constraints arise
{Φa(x),Φb(y)} = ǫabcΦcδ(x− y), {H0,Φa(x)} = 0. (18)
In contrast to the approach of Balachandran et al. [21,22], the second class constraints never
appear in ours.
If one can solve the Gauss’ constraints explicitly, one can describe the dynamics of the
NACS particles solely by the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian H0 in Eq.(9) with A
a
i (qα)
which are determined through the Gauss’ constraints. Thus it is desirable to solve the Gauss’
constraints explicitly, if possible. We may attempt to solve the constraints in Coulomb
or covariant gauges, but find it difficult. However, as we shall see, there are two gauge
conditions where the constraints have explicit solutions. The first one is the axial gauge
condition. Considering the nature of (2+1) dimensions, one can easily understand how the
axial gauge works. Choosing an axial gauge condition, say, Aa1 = 0, we get a solution for
the Gauss’ constraint [28]
Aa1(x) = 0, A
a
2(x) = −
1
κ
∑
α
Qaαθ(x− xα)δ(y − yα) + f(y) (19)
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where f(y) is an arbitrary function of y. Unfortunately, it is rather awkward to describe
the dynamics of the NACS particles with the axial gauge solution because of the strings
attached on them. (Analyzing the the well-known anyon quantum mechanics in the axial
gauge [29] may give us an idea. But we will not pursue it here.) The alternative is the
holomorphic gauge condition which we shall discuss in the following section.
III. COHERENT STATE QUANTIZATION AND HOLOMORPHIC GAUGE
If one adopts the coherent state quantization [30] for the gauge fields, one can choose a
better gauge condition. We recall that Aa1 and A
a
2 are canonical conjugates to each other,
i.e., {Aa1(x), Ab2(y)} = κδabδ(x − y), or upon quantization [Aˆa1(x), Aˆb2(y)] = iκδabδ(x − y).
This suggests for us to define ‘creation’ and ‘annihilation’ operators
Aa† =
√
1
2κ
(
Aˆa1 − iAˆa2
)
, Aa =
√
1
2κ
(
Aˆa1 + iAˆ
a
2
)
, (20)
[
Aa(x),Ab†(y)
]
= δabδ(x − y)
and to construct coherent states
|Az¯ >≡ exp
(√
κ
2
∫
d2xAaz¯Aa†
)
|0 > (21)
and their adjoints
< Az| ≡< 0| exp
(√
κ
2
∫
d2xAazAa
)
. (22)
Then we have
< Az|Az¯ >= exp
(
κ
2
∫
d2xAazA
a
z¯
)
(23)
and the resolution of identity
∫
DAzDAz¯ exp
(
−κ
2
∫
d2xAazA
a
z¯
)
|Az¯ >< Az| = I. (24)
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Partitioning the time interval [t1, t2] into many pieces and repeatedly using the resolution of
identity Eq.(24), we obtain a functional integral representation for the transition amplitude
(in the sector of gauge fields)
< Afz , tf |Aiz¯, ti >=
∫
DAzDAz¯ exp
{
κ
2
∫
d2x
(
AfzA
f
z¯ + A
i
zA
i
z¯
)
+ (25)
i
∫
d2x
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
iκ
2
(
AazA˙
a
z¯ − A˙azAaz¯
)
−H(Az, Az¯)
]}
where H(Az, Az¯) is obtained by substituting Aa† → Aaz , Aa → Aaz¯ in the given Hamiltonian
H(Aa†,Aa). It is worthwhile to note that Aaz and Aaz¯ must be treated as independent
variables [31].
In order to get the path integral representation of the physical transition amplitude Z,
now we include the particle sector
Z =
∫
DpzDqz¯Dpz¯DqzD cos θDφDAzDAz¯DA0 (26)
exp
{
−κi
∫
d2z
(
Afz¯A
f
z + A
i
z¯A
i
z
)}
exp{i
∫ tf
ti
dtL},
L =
∑
α
(
pz¯αz˙α + p
z
α
˙¯zα + Jα cos θαφ˙α
)
+
∫
d2z
(
κ
2
(
A˙azA
a
z¯ − A˙az¯Aaz
)
+ Aa0Φ
a
)
−H,
H =
∑
α
2
mα
(pz¯α −Aaz(zα, z¯α)Qaα) (pzα − Aaz¯(zα, z¯α)Qaα)
where Φa(z) = κF azz¯ +
∑
αQ
a
αδ(z − zα) = 0. For the sake of convenience, we employed in
Eq.(26) complex coordinates where
z = x + iy, z¯ = x − iy,
zα = q
1
α + iq
2
α, z¯α = q
1
α − iq2α.
Adopting the coherent state quantization for the Chern-Simons gauge fields [32,33] effectively
extends the gauge orbit space in that Aaz and A
a
z¯ are treated as independent variables [31].
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It implies concurrently that there are wider class of gauge fixing conditions available in the
frame-work of the coherent state quantization: We can choose, Aaz¯ = 0, as a gauge fixing
condition. This gauge fixing condition may be called holomorphic gauge condition. In this
gauge, the Gauss’ constraint reduces to
Φa(z) = −κ∂z¯Aaz +
∑
α
Qaαδ(z − zα) = 0 (27)
and has an explicit solution
Aaz¯(z, z¯) = 0, A
a
z(z, z¯) =
i
2πκ
∑
α
Qaα
1
z − zα (28)
which is less singular that that in the axial gauge Eq.(19). As we shall see, it is amusing to
observe that the dynamics of the NACS particles lies entirely in the holomorphic sector of
z in the holomorphic gauge.
Reaching this point, one may realize that the holomorphic gauge may not be connected
to the more conventional gauges such as Coulomb and axial gauges by canonical gauge
transformations and may worry about the equivalence of the path integral, representing
physical amplitude in the holomorphic gauge to those in the conventional ones. This worry
can be taken care of by the BRST formulation [34] as discussed in ref. [6]: The equiva-
lence of the path integral in the holomorphic gauge to those in conventional gauges follows
from the Fradkin and Vilkovisky theorem [34,35]. In the frame-work of the coherent state
quantization, the holomorphic gauge condition is a legitimate gauge fixing condition.
Employing the coherent state quantization for the gauge fields, we write the path integral
representing the physical transition amplitude [36] as
Z =
∫
DpzDqz¯Dpz¯DqzD cos θDφDAzDAz¯δ(Φ)δ(χ) det{χ,Φ}
exp
{
−κi
∫
d2z
(
Afz¯A
f
z + A
i
z¯A
i
z
)}
exp{i
∫ tf
ti
dt(K −H)}, (29)
K =
∑
α
(
pz¯αz˙α + p
z
α
˙¯zα + Jα cos θαφ˙α
)
+
∫
d2z
κ
2
(
A˙azA
a
z¯ − A˙az¯Aaz
)
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where χ = 0 is the gauge condition. In the holomorphic gauge χ = Aaz¯ and det{χ,Φ} =
det ∂z¯. Unless we consider a nontrivial topology for the two dimensional space, det ∂z¯ is not
singular. Since it is independent of dynamical variables, it can be dropped from the path
integral. Therefore we find that the path integral is now reduced to
Z =
∫
DpzDpz¯DqzDqz¯D cos θDφDAzDAz¯δ(A
a
z¯)δ(Φ
a) exp{i
∫
dt(K −H)}. (30)
IV. CHERN-SIMONS QUANTUM MECHANICS IN HOLOMORPHIC GAUGE
The quantum mechanical description of the NACS particles is obtained if we integrate
out the field variables. By use of the given solution in the holomorphic gauge Eq.(28), we
get the path integral expressed only in terms of the quantum mechanical variables
Z =
∫
DpzDpz¯DqzDqz¯D cos θDφ exp{i
∫
dt(K −H)}, (31)
K =
∑
α
(
pz¯αz˙α + p
z
α
˙¯zα + Jα cos θαφ˙α
)
,
H =
∑
α
2
mα
pzα (p
z¯
α − Aaz(zα, z¯α)Qaα)
where Aaz(z, z¯) denotes the holomorphic gauge solution Eq.(28).
The operator formulation of the Chern-Simons quantum mechanics follows from the
observation that the path integral Eq.(31) is equivalently expressed as
Z =< ηf | exp{−iHˆ(tf − ti)}|ηi >, (32)
Hˆ =
∑
α
2
mα
pˆzα
(
pˆz¯α − Aˆaz(zα)Qˆaα
)
.
The variables with ‘ˆ’ denote quantum operators of which commutators are given by
[z¯α, pˆ
z
α] = i, [zα, pˆ
z¯
α] = i, [Qˆ
a
α, Qˆ
b
β] = iǫ
abcQˆcαδαβ .
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The gauge field Aˆaz here stands for the operator version of the solution Eq.(28). Since the
iso-vector operators Qˆa’s satisfy the SU(2) algebra, they can be represented by SU(2) some
generators, say, T aj in a representation of isospin j. For example, when j = 1/2, Qˆ
a’s are
represented by the Pauli matrices τa/2 and the state vector |η > by an iso-spin doublet.
We suppressed the isospin indices in Eq.(32). In passing, note that Qˆ2α|η >= J2α|η >=
jα(jα + 1)|η >, jα ∈ Zn+1/2.
We now conclude that the dynamics of the NACS particles are determined by the Hamil-
tonian Hˆ
Hˆ = −∑
α
1
mα
(∇z¯α∇zα +∇zα∇z¯α)
∇zα =
∂
∂zα
+
1
2πκ

∑
β 6=α
QˆaαQˆ
a
β
1
zα − zβ + Qˆ
2
αaz(zα)

 (33)
∇z¯α =
∂
∂z¯α
where az(zα) = limz→zα 1/(z − zα) and it needs an appropriate regularization. The second
term and the third term in ∇zα describe mutual and self interactions of NACS particles re-
spectively. The Hamiltonian Eq.(33) without the self interaction terms has been conjectured
and applied to the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect by Verlinde [9].
The mutual interaction terms in Hˆ are responsible for the non-Abelian statistics. This
becomes clear as we remove the interaction terms by some singular non-unitary transfor-
mation, i.e. casting the wave function Ψh for the NACS particles in the holomorphic gauge
into the following form
Ψh(z1, . . . , zN) = U
−1(z1, . . . , zN )Ψa(z1, . . . , zN), (34)
where U−1(z1, . . . , zN ) satisfies the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equation [37]
 ∂
∂zα
+
1
2πκ
∑
β 6=α
QˆaαQˆ
a
β
1
zα − zβ

U−1(z1, . . . , zN) = 0. (35)
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The Hamiltonian for Ψa is a free Hamiltonian Hˆ = −∑α 2mα (∂z¯α∂zα).
In Eq.(34) we suppress the effects of the self interaction for the following reason. The
self interaction terms can be also removed in a similar way as the mutual interaction terms
are removed. As a result, we may have a factor
exp
(
− 1
2πκ
∑
α
lim
z→zα
∫ z Qˆ2α
z′ − zαdz
′
)
(36)
in the r.h.s. of Eq.(34). This factor is not well defined until we specify how to take the limit
z → zα. Here we take the limit near zα along z = zα + tǫα where ǫα is a complex number
with |ǫα| = 1 and t is a real parameter to be taken 0 in the limit. Then the factor Eq.(36)
is factorized into a divergent piece
lim
t→0
∏
α
exp
(
− 1
2πκ
Qˆ2α ln t
)
(37)
and a regular one
∏
α
exp
(
− i
2πκ
Qˆ2α arg ǫα
)
. (38)
Since the divergent piece Eq.(37) can be absorbed into a normalization constant of the wave
function, the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the NACS particles does not contain
any singularity. We may further absorb the constant regular factor Eq.(38) into the phase
of the wave function. Therefore we may safely remove the self interaction terms in the
nonrelativistic Hamiltonian Eq.(33) for the NACS particles as in the case for the anyons
[38]. However, in the context of the relativistic quantum mechanics for the NACS particles,
the regular factor Eq.(38) cannot be no longer ignored: Noting that the regularization
procedure described above corresponds to the framing of the knots [39] which represent
the world lines of the relativistic NACS particles, we may identify the anomalous spins of
the NACS particles as 2jα(jα + 1)/4πκ from the additional phase which the wave function
acquires due to the regular factor under 2π rotation.
The KZ equation has a formal solution which is expressed as a path ordered line integral
in the N -dimensional complex space
13
U−1(z1, . . . , zN ) = P exp

− 1
2πκ
∫
Γ
∑
α
dζα
∑
β 6=α
QˆaαQˆ
a
β
1
ζα − ζβ

 , (39)
where Γ is a path in the N -dimensional complex space with one end point fixed (reference
point) and the other being ζf = (z1, . . . , zN). Explicit evaluation of the above formal expres-
sion will give the monodromy matrices. We see that Ψa obeys the braid statistics, due to the
transformation function U(z1, . . . , zN) while Ψh satisfies ordinary statistics. In analogy with
the Abelian Chern-Simons particle theory we may call Ψa the NACS particle wave function
in the anyon gauge. The two descriptions for the NACS particle - one in the holomorphic
gauge with Ψh and H in Eq.(33) and the other in the anyon gauge with Ψa and the free
Hamiltonian - are equivalent and the transformation function between two gauges is given
by U(z1, . . . , zN) Eq.(39). It also defines the inner product in the holomorphic gauge
< Ψ1|Ψ2 >=
∫
d2NζΨ1(ζ)
†U †(ζ)U(ζ)Ψ2(ζ) (40)
where ζ = (z1, . . . , zN). The Hamiltonian in the holomorphic gauge Eq.(33) is certainly
Hermitian with this inner product
∇†zα = −∇z¯α, ∇†z¯α = −∇zα , Hˆ† = Hˆ.
When N = 2, the KZ equation is particularly simple and the solution for the KZ equation
can be easily obtained
U(z1, z2) = exp
[
Qˆa1Qˆ
a
2
1
2πκ
ln(z1 − z2)
]
. (41)
Therefore if we exchange the positions of two NACS particles along an oriented path as
depicted by Fig. 1, the wave function in the anyon gauge transforms as
Ψa(z1, z2)→ Ψa(z2, z1) = exp
(
Qˆa1Qˆ
a
2
2κ
i
)
Ψa(z1, z2). (42)
The operator Rαβ = exp
(
QˆaαQˆ
a
β
2κ
i
)
is called the braid operator or half-monodromy which
satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation and exhibits some character of the non-Abelian statistics.
If we wind one NACS particle around the other, i.e. doubly exchange, the transformation
of the wave function of the system is given by the monodromy operator Mαβ = (Rαβ)2,
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Ψa(z1, z2) → exp
(
Qˆa1Qˆ
a
2
κ
i
)
Ψa(z1, z2).
V. TWO BODY PROBLEM IN CHERN-SIMONS QUANTUM MECHANICS
Being equipped with the non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics discussed in the
previous section, we now specifically consider a system of two NACS particles. Although
two body system does not reveal all the novel features of the NACS particles, it certainly
enables us to capture some essence of them. Since two body problem is presently the only
one known to have explicit solutions, it is worth while to explore the two body system
in some detail. This section also serves as a preparatory stage for the discussions on the
non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect in the following section.
The system of two NACS particles is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = −
2∑
α=1
1
mα
(∇z¯α∇zα +∇zα∇z¯α)
∇z1 =
∂
∂z1
+ Ω
1
z1 − z2 , ∇z¯1 =
∂
∂z¯1
, (43)
∇z2 =
∂
∂z2
+ Ω
1
z2 − z1 , ∇z¯2 =
∂
∂z¯2
.
Note that Ω is a block-diagonal matrix
Ω = Qˆa1Qˆ
a
2/(2πκ) =
1
4πκ
(
(Qˆ1 + Qˆ2)
2 − (Qˆ1)2 − (Qˆ2)2
)
(44)
=
∑
j
1
4πκ
(j(j + 1)− j1(j1 + 1)− j2(j2 + 1))⊗ Ij
and the half-monodromy is written as
R = exp(iΩπ) (45)
where |j1 − j2| ≤ j ≤ j1 + j2 and Ij is an identity matrix in the subspace of total isospin j
which is spanned by {|m| ≤ j; |j,m >}. In Eq. (44), j(j + 1), j1(j1 + 1), and j2(j2 + 1) are
eigenvalues of (Qˆ1 + Qˆ2)
2, (Qˆ1)
2, and (Qˆ2)
2 respectively.
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Upon introducing the center of mass and relative coordinates Z = (z1 + z2)/2, z =
z1 − z2, the two body Hamiltonian Eq.(43) becomes
Hˆ = − 1
2µ
∂Z∂Z¯ −
1
µ
(∇z∇z¯ +∇z¯∇z), (46)
∇z = ∂z + Ω
z
, ∇z¯ = ∂z¯
where we take the mass of NACS particles, m1 = m2 = 2µ for simplicity. As usual,
the motion of center of mass coordinates is not dynamical and is decoupled from the mo-
tion of relative coordinate. If we write the wave function for the two body system as
Ψ(z, z¯, Z, Z¯, t) = ΨCM(Z, Z¯, t)ψ(z, z¯, t), the Schro¨dinger equation for the system becomes
− 1
2µ
∂Z∂Z¯ΨCM(Z, Z¯, t) = i
∂ΨCM(Z, Z¯, t)
∂t
(47)
− 1
µ
(∇z∇z¯ +∇z¯∇z)ψ(z, z¯, t) = i∂ψ(z, z¯, t)
∂t
. (48)
Since the center-of-mass Hamiltonian HˆCM = − 12µ∂Z∂Z¯ has a set of eigenstates
{ei(K·R−(K2/2µ)t)}, the two body problem now reduces to finding energy eigenfunctions
ψn(z, z¯) of the Hamiltonian for the relative motion Hˆrel
Hˆrel = −1
µ
(∇z∇z¯ +∇z¯∇z), (49)
Hˆrelψn(z, z¯) = Enψn(z, z¯).
If the energy eigenfunctions ψn(z, z¯) are found, the energy eigenstates of the system of two
NACS particles are written as
{ΨK,n(z, z¯, Z, Z¯, t) = e−i(En+K2/2µ)teiK·Rψn(z, z¯)}.
To obtain the energy eigenfunctions for Hˆrel we find it useful to take a similarity trans-
formation given by
Hˆrel −→ Hˆ ′rel = G−1HˆrelG, (50)
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ψn(z, z¯) −→ ψ′n(z, z¯) = G−1ψn(z, z¯).
The following observations help us to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for the relative motion.
Firstly, the transformed Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel has the same set of eigenvalues {En} as Hˆrel
Hˆ ′relψ
′
n(z, z¯) = Enψ
′
n(z, z¯). (51)
Secondly, if we choose the transformation function G to be
G(z, z¯) = exp
(
−Ω
2
ln(zz¯)
)
, (52)
the inner product between the states becomes usual and transformed Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel
becomes manifestly Hermitian
Hˆ ′rel = −
1
µ
(∇′z∇′z¯ +∇′z¯∇′z), (53)
∇′z = ∂z +
Ω
2
1
z
, ∇′z¯ = ∂z¯ −
Ω
2
1
z¯
.
The Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel resembles the Hamiltonian for the relative motion of two anyon
system in Coulomb gauge. Indeed it may be regarded as the Hamiltonian for the system
of two NACS particles in Coulomb gauge in a sense. As we mentioned earlier, in general,
the Gauss’ constraint cannot be solved explicitly in Coulomb gauge in that the constraint is
nonlinear in this gauge. However, this is not the case for the one particle sector. Suppose that
one NACS particle is located at the origin. One can easily find that the Gauss’ constraint
Eq.(17) which is now simplified to be
Φa =
κ
2
ǫijF aij(x) +Q
aδ(x) = 0 (54)
has an explicit solution in the Coulomb gauge
Aai (x) = ǫij
Qa
2πκ
xj
r2
, ∂iA
a
i (x) = 0. (55)
Therefore, if we neglect the self interaction, we can construct a Hamiltonian for the system
of two NACS particles as follows
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HˆC =
∑
α=1,2
1
2mα
(
piα − Aai(qα)Qaα
)2
, (56)
Aai (q1) = ǫij
Qa2
2πκ
qj1 − qj2
(q1 − q2)2
,
Aai (q2) = −ǫij
Qa1
2πκ
qj1 − qj2
(q1 − q2)2
.
Certainly, the Hamiltonian for the relativistic motion which follows from HˆC coincides with
Hˆ ′rel. This shows that the description of the two-body system in the test particle frame-work
is valid.
Rewriting the Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel in the polar coordinates and projecting it onto the sub-
space of total isospin j, we have
Hˆ ′rel = −
1
2µ

 ∂2
∂r2
+
1
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
(
∂
∂θ
+ iωj
)2 . (57)
where Ω|j,m >= ωj|j,m > and
ωj =
1
4πκ
(j(j + 1)− j1(j1 + 1)− j2(j2 + 1)) . (58)
As is well-known in the case of Aharonov-Bohm scattering [1], the Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel has
eigenfunctions
{n ∈ Z; einθJn+ωj (kr), einθJ−n−ωj(kr)}
with an eigenvalue Ek =
h¯2k2
2µ
. Requiring the solution to be regular at the origin, we get a
set of eigenfunctions
{n ∈ Z; einθJ|n+ωj |(kr)}. (59)
Subsequently, we have eigenfunctions in the holomorphic gauge
{n ∈ Z; exp
(
−ωj
2
ln zz¯
)
einθJ|n+ωj |(kr)} (60)
and eigenfunctions in the anyon gauge
{n ∈ Z; exp (iωjθ) einθJ|n+ωj|(kr)}. (61)
Note that the eigenfunctions in the anyon gauge are multivalued.
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VI. NON-ABELIAN AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
Having obtained the Hamiltonian for the relative motion Eq.(59), we can proceed to
our discussion on the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm scattering in parallel to the discussion
on the Aharonov-Bohm scattering in ref. [1]. From the discussion on the two body system
in the previous section, it is clear that the state of the system can be characterized by
|k > ⊗|j1, j2;m1, m2 > where |k > and |j1, j2;m1, m2 > describe the momentum and isospin
state of the system respectively.
Now let us examine the structure of the Hamiltonian Hˆ ′rel, Eq.(57). The Hamiltonian
commutes with the operators (Qˆ1+ Qˆ2)
2, (Qˆ1)
2, and (Qˆ2)
2 and it implies that the scattering
amplitude f(k′,k) has the following structure
f(k′,k){m′1,m′2;m1,m2} =
j1+j2∑
j=|j1−j2|
j∑
m=−j
(62)
< j1, j2;m
′
1, m
′
2|j1, j2; j,m > fj(k′,k) < j1, j2; j,m|j1, j2;m1, m2 >
where < j1, j2; j,m|j1, j2;m1, m2 > is the well-known Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. We may
call fj(k
′,k) the scattering amplitude of isospin j channel. Here we assume that two NACS
particles are distinguishable and will consider the collision between indistinguishable NACS
particles after a little.
In order to evaluate fj(k
′,k), we only need to consider the channel of isospin j where
the dynamics of the system is governed by Hˆ ′rel, Eq.(57). The most general solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆ ′relψ =
h¯2k2
2µ
ψ (63)
is given as a superposition of the eigenfunctions Eq.(59)
ψ =
∑
n
ane
inθJ|n+ωj |(kr) (64)
and the scattering solution corresponds to the solution which has a spatial asymptotics of
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eikr cos θ−iωjθ + fj(k, θ)
eikr√
r
. (65)
Fig. 2 depicts scattering of two NACS particles in the center of mass frame. Due to the
long range nature of the Aharonov-Bohm effect, the portion of the incident wave is not a
plane wave as in the case of the Coulomb scattering [40].
Comparing the asymptotics of the solution Eq.(64)
ψ −→∑
n
ane
inθ
√
2
πkr
cos
(
kr − |n+ ωj|π
2
− π
4
)
(66)
with the asymptotics of the expansion of the plane wave in angular momentum eigenstates
eikr cos θ =
∑
n
ineinθJn(kr) (67)
−→∑
n
ineinθ
√
2
πkr
cos
(
kr − nπ
2
− π
4
)
suggests that an = exp [πi(n− |n+ ωj|/2)]. Thus the scattering solution is
ψ =
∞∑
n=−[ωj]
eipi(n−ωj)/2einθJn+ωj(kr)+ (68)
−[ωj ]−1∑
−∞
e−ipi(n−ωj)/2einθJ−n−ωj(kr).
We can obtain the spatial asymptotics of ψ either by use of a differential equation [1,41]
or by use of the Schla¨fli contour representation of Bessel function [38]
ψ −→ eikr cos θ−iωjθ + e
−iωjpi
√
2πki
e−i([ωj ]+
1
2)θ sinωjπ
sin θ/2
eikr√
r
. (69)
Then the scattering amplitude of isospin j channel [42] is read as follows
fj(k, θ) =
e−iωjpi√
2πki
e−i([ωj ]+
1
2)θ
sinωjπ
sin θ/2
. (70)
The scattering amplitude fj(k
′,k) follows from Eq.(62) and Eq.(70). This result may be
expressed more succinctly if we define a matrix F(k′,k) in the isospin space
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f(k′,k){m′1,m′2;m1,m2} =< j1, j2;m
′
1, m
′
2|F(k′,k)|j1, j2;m1, m2 > . (71)
(Since j1 and j2 are fixed, they will be omitted in the formulae hereafter.) We find that
F(k′,k) can be written as
F(k′,k) = e
−iΩpi
√
2πki
e−i([Ω]+
1
2)θ sin Ωπ
sin θ/2
(72)
where [α] denotes the integer such that 0 ≤ α − [α] < 1 and [Ω] should be understood as
[Ω]|j,m >= [ωj]|j,m >. In terms of the half-monodromy matrix Eq.(45) or monodromy
M = R2, it may be expressed as
F(k′,k) = 1√
2πki
R−1(R−1 −R) e
−i[Ω]θ
1− eiθ (73)
=
1√
2πki
(M−1 − 1) e
−i[Ω]θ
1− eiθ .
This result is similar to that obtained by Lo and Preskill [43], but does not completely agree
with. Note in particular that the obtained scattering amplitude Eq.(72) is single valued
in contrast to theirs. However, as we shall see, both scattering amplitudes yield the same
‘inclusive’ cross section.
The differential cross section for the scattering process |m1, m2 >→ |m′1, m′2 > is then
given by
dσ
dθ
(|m1, m2 >→ |m′1, m′2 >) =
∣∣∣< m′1, m′2|F(k, θ)|m1, m2 >∣∣∣2 . (74)
Writing down its explicit expression, we have
dσ
dθ
(|m1, m2 >→ |m′1, m′2 >) = −
1
8πk
∑
j,m
∑
j′,m′
< m′1, m
′
2|j,m > (75)
< j,m|m1, m2 >< m1, m2|j′, m′ >< j′, m′|m′1, m′2 >
(
e−2iωjpi − 1
) (
e−2iωj′pi − 1
) e−i([ωj ]−[ωj′ ])θ
sin2 θ/2
.
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If we do not measure the isospin orientations of particles after scattering, the cross section
is given by
dσ
dθ
(|m1, m2 >→ all) =< m1, m2|F †(k, θ)F(k, θ)|m1, m2 > (76)
=
1
2πk
< m1, m2| sin2Ωπ|m1, m2 >
sin2 θ/2
=
1
4πk
1
sin2 θ/2
(1− Re < m1, m2|M|m1, m2 >) .
This is called inclusive cross section in ref. [43]. The formula for the inclusive cross Eq.(76)
was obtained first by Verlinde [9] and was confirmed recently by Lo and Preskill [43].
If two NACS particles share the same physical properties and belong to the same isospin
multiplet, i.e. j1 = j2 (but m1 may differ from m2), it is appropriate to regard them
indistinguishable [43]. In such a case, two body system is described by the symmetrized
wave function
Ψ(z, z¯, Z, Z¯, t) =
1√
2
ΨCM(Z, Z¯, t) (ψ(z, z¯, t) + ψ(−z,−z¯, t)) . (77)
(We describe the NACS particles in the holomorphic gauge as bosons interacting with each
other through the non-Abelian Chern-Simons gauge field. Alternatively we may describe
the NACS particles in terms of the fermions, then we must choose the antisymmetrized
wave function.) Going through the same analysis given in sections V and VI with the
symmetrized wave function Eq.(77), we find that the scattering amplitude f Ij (k
′,k) for the
scattering of indistinguishable NACS particles in the isopsin j channel is given in terms of
fj(k
′,k) Eq.(70) by
f Ij (k, θ) = fj(k, θ) + fj(k, π − θ) (78)
=
e−iωjpi√
2πki
e−i([ωj ]+
1
2)θ
sinωjπ
sin θ/2
(
1 + ei([ωj ]+1/2)(2θ−pi) tan θ/2
)
.
Then we obtain the scattering amplitude matrix
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F I(k′,k) = F(k′,k) + F(−k′,k) (79)
=
1√
2πki
(M−1 − 1) e
−i[Ω]θ
1− eiθ
(
1 + ei([Ω]+1/2)(2θ−pi) tan θ/2
)
= F(k′,k)
(
1 + ei([Ω]+1/2)(2θ−pi) tan θ/2
)
.
This yields the differential cross section for the indistinguishable NACS particles
dσI
dθ
(|m1, m2 >→ all) =< m1, m2|F I†(k, θ)F I(k, θ)|m1, m2 > (80)
=< m1, m2|F †(k, θ)F(k, θ)
{
sec2 θ/2− 2 cos ((2[Ω] + 1)θ) tan θ/2
}
|m1, m2 > .
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Description of NACS particles often involves field degrees of freedom, since they are
usually described as isospin particles of which isospin charges are coupled to non-Abelian
Chern-Simons gauge fields. However, it is not necessary to rely upon the non-Abelian Chern-
Simons gauge fields to discuss the quantum mechanics of NACS particles. The non-Abelian
Chern-Simons gauge fields are to be completely determined in principle in terms of the
quantum mechanical degrees of freedom of the isopsin particles through the Gauss’s law
constraints, i.e., they themselves do not have dynamical degrees of freedom. Their only
role is to introduce a topological interaction between the isospin particles, endowing them
with non-Abelian magnetic fluxes. Thus, if we solve the Gauss’ law constraints explicitly,
we are able to describe the dynamics of NACS particles solely by a quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian.
In this paper we have shown that the Gauss’ law constraints can be solved explicitly
in the framework of coherent state quantizaion in an appropriately chosen gauge and dis-
cussed the dynamics of the NACS particles, based upon the obtained quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian, especially the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm scattering: In the framework of
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the coherent state quantization, we are able to choose the holomorphic gauge condition
to fix the gauge degrees of freedom thanks to the enlarged gauge orbit space and obtain
the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian which governs the dynamics of the NACS particles
through the KZ equation entirely in the holomorphic sector. The obtained quantum me-
chanical Hamiltonian enabled us to discuss the scattering of NACS particles in parallel to
the discussion of the Aharonov-Bohm scattering. Evaluating the differential scattering cross
section, we confirmed, yet in a more concrete way, the results which were previously ob-
tained by Verlinde [9] and by Lo and Preskill [43]. However, scattering amplitude which we
obtained differs from theirs in details, in particular, it is single valued in contrast to that
of Lo and Preskill. We conceive that the gauge condition chosen implicitly in ref. [43] be
different from ours and it may make such a difference. A close comparison between the two
approaches would be worthwhile.
Incorporating an additional U(1) electromagnetic field into the NACS particle theory, we
can construct the model which has been proposed to describe some fractional quantum Hall
states called singlet quantum Hall effect states [16–18]. The non-Abelian quantum mechanics
developed in this paper will be certainly useful to explore their physical properties. The
proposed non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics also gives us immediate helps in
discussing [44,45] some subjects, in more generalized context, which have been previously
discussed in the anyon theory such as construction of exact many-body wavefunctions [46]
and evaluation of the second virial coefficient [47]. Although only the NACS particles with
SU(2) symmetry group is discussed in this paper, our discussion on the NACS particles is not
limited to the case of SU(2). Many of formal properties of NACS particles with SU(2) are
expected to be shared among those with other symmetry groups. For an example, the formal
expression of the scattering matrix in terms of the monodromy Eq.(73) may hold in general.
A construction of the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for NACS particles with SU(N),
N ≥ 2 symmetry group is presented in ref. [7] and analyses on the NACS particles with more
general symmetry groups are currently in progress [48]. As we mentioned in the introduction,
the NACS particles make their appearances in various circumstances. For instance, they may
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appear as gravitationally interacting point-like sources in (2+1) dimensions, as non-Abelian
vortices in (2+1) dimensions, or cosmic string with some discrete non-Abelian charges in
(3+1) dimensions. Since the coherent state quantization and the holomorphic gauge fixing
apply also to the models describing those NACS particles of various kinds, it will be certainly
interesting to develop the non-Abelian Chern-Simons quantum mechanics for them and to
discuss the related subjects in the framework given in this paper.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Exchange of two NACS particles along an oriented path.
FIG. 2. Scattering of two NACS particles in the center of mass frame.
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